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FROM REFUGEE TO ENTREPRENEUR 

 

Erasmus + project n.: 2019-1-DE02-KA202-006071 

The last REFENT meeting took place on August 6, 2021 in the beautiful city of Bratislava. The partners 

reviewed and reported on the results achieved in the successful implementation of the project goals. 

Despite the challenge of COVID-19, numerous individual meetings with stakeholders were held in each 

partner country. As a result, information was collected on policies and good practices related to the 

promotion and training of entrepreneurship among migrants in Germany, Slovenia, Slovakia and 

Austria, which were summarized in a special project Catalogue "Support for Refugee Entrepreneurs". 

An interactive E-Platform was created which provides a database of initiatives, projects and materials. 

This set off information is a valuable tool to support various stakeholders promoting refugees’ 

entrepreneurial careers.  

Additionally, the collected good practices are also accessible through an interactive Forum.   With these 

accomplishments a ground stone is laid to foster refugee entrepreneurship European-wide.   

Catalogue "Support for Refugee Entrepreneurs" 

https://www.wissenschaftsinitiative.at/refent/output/catalogue/  

REFENT E-Platform  https://www.wissenschaftsinitiative.at/refent/output/database/  

REFERNT Blog  https://www.wissenschaftsinitiative.at/refent/blog/  

REFENT Facebook page  https://www.facebook.com/RefugeeEntrepreneur.eu/  

REFENT Facebook Group  https://www.facebook.com/groups/368342957539519/  

REFENT website https://www.wissenschaftsinitiative.at/refent/  
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About the REFENT project: 

“From Refugee to Entrepreneur - REFENT” is an Erasmus + project with aim to 

gather good practices in the field of entrepreneurship of the refugees in the 

four partners countries Germany, Austria, Slovenia and Slovakia.  

A refugee entrepreneur brings many potential benefits to the host community 

and it is a challenge and not usual choice for a refugee. 

 

REFENT Objective: 

The overall objective of our partnership is to provide an overview about projects, 

initiatives and methods which train, support and facilitate entrepreneurship for 

immigrants, especially in the field of IT entrepreneurship of women. 

 

REFENT Partnership: 

 

       

For contacts: INI-Novation GmbH, Germany, email: info@ini-novation.com 
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